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Reading for the Gifted: Guided Extension of Reading Skills published by the Los Angeles City School System? The aim of this publication is to provide suggestions for teaching character development, plot development, and elements of style.

The article entitled “An Experiment on Homogeneous Grouping for Reading in Elementary Classes” by Berkun, Swanson, and Sawyer? In their study, children in 18 homogeneously grouped classes made greater gains in reading achievement than did children in 27 heterogeneously grouped classes in the same school system. The article is published in the May-June 1966 issue of the Journal of Educational Research.

Lawrence E. Hafner’s book, Improving Reading in the Secondary Schools: Selected Readings? This Macmillan publication is based on the premise that all high school teachers must assume the responsibility of teaching students to read.

Predicting Reading Failure by Katrina De Hirsch, Jeannette Jansky and William Langford? This book reports the literature in the field of reading disabilities and offers a predictive index for identifying children who exhibit high academic risk. The book is published by Harper and Row.

“The Promise of i.t.a. Is A Delusion” by William B. Gillooly? According to this report which appears in the June 1966 issue of Phi Delta Kappan, many recent USOE-supported projects show no significant difference in reading progress between i.t.a. pupils and those using traditional orthography.

Sterling G. Ellsworth’s report on “Building the Child’s Self-Concept,” NEA Journal for February 1967? The author maintains that many times children cannot read because they feel inadequate and inferior or because they want to hurt their teachers or their parents. He recommends that remedial reading teachers also be prepared to serve as personal counselors.